Junior anthropologist from Rum, better known by his stage name, "Oomph!," has recently been the talk of the town. Oomph!'s unique sound and vibrant performances have captured the attention of music fans across the globe. His latest album, "The Unseen," has topped the charts and earned him critical acclaim. Oomph!'s ability to blend diverse musical genres而成 a sound that is both innovative and universally appealing has solidified his status as a leading artist in the music industry today. Make sure to catch his upcoming concert this weekend at the Colby Winter Garden. Oomph! is not to be missed!
Hathaway agrees with Vietnamese war policy

by Steve Mayherry

Congressman William B. Hathaway, from the second district of Maine, began Wednesday evening at the University of Maine as the honored guest of Phi Gamma Delta fraternity. After the evening may be adjourned to the livingroom and hold a small informal discussion with the brothers. Other guests included Dean John E. Stewart, David Rand, Assistant Dean of Men, James Young, Assistant to the President of the University; Norman Drew, Assistant to Congressmat Hathaway; and Ford Campbell, advisor to the fraternity.

An extremely small group turned out at Hauck Auditorium on Wednesday evening to hear Congressman William B. Hathaway. Could it be that the University students were so captivated by the Snoopy program on television that they are not concerned with the affairs of Maine or the nation?

There's a seat left

Concerning the draft law, Hathaway recommended that it should be changed so that students now graduating would not be the first ones to go, as is the present policy now. He said that graduating students should be placed in a common pool along with the nineteen year olds and be called in a random method. That way only one fourth of the graduating students would be called.

When asked about the Dickey-Lincoln Power Project, Hathaway stated that the immediate future of the project looks doubtful. After the last vote on Dickey-Lincoln, the voting was tallied and only 265 out of 345 voted for the project. Congressman Hathaway said that the chances of getting more votes than they had previously seemed to be渺茫. Hathaway said that the amount of pressure put on it by the administration. The second district Congressman said that in the long run picture Dickey-Lincoln has done very well in that time it was initially authorized in 1964.

Hathaway said that he was opposed to the 6% tax on personal and corporate taxes. He stated that he would rather see some of the loopholes patched up instead of increasing taxes. One of the loopholes that he mentioned was the oil depletion loophole, which if stopped would mean a great deal of additional revenue. Hathaway also mentioned that he was opposed to the travel tax. He said that he wants to introduce a Travel Incentive plan where the Government would pick up the tab of approximately $1000 speces for all foreign travelers to this country. This would increase revenue to about $500 million extra a year.

When asked if anything was being done to aid Maine's rural poor, Hathaway stated that nothing new was being done. He said that the money that was being used also. Great deal of additional revenue. Hathaway also mentioned that he was opposed to the travel tax. He said that he wants to introduce a Travel Incentive plan where the Government would pick up the tab of approximately $1000 speces for all foreign travelers to this country. This would increase revenue to about $500 million extra a year.

Concerning the draft law, Hathaway recommended that it should be changed so that students now graduating would not be the first ones to go, as is the present policy now. He said that graduating students should be placed in a common pool along with the nineteen year olds and be called in a random method. That way only one fourth of the graduating students would be called.

The SPREAD-EAGLE OF TECHNOLOGY AT GRUMMAN

Grumman has special interest for the graduating engineer and scientist seeking the widest spread of technology for his skills. At Grumman, engineers are involved in deep ocean technology. Engineers see their advanced aircraft designs validated on the lunar surface. Grumman, situated in Bethpage, L I. 120 miles from N.Y.C.), is in the cultural center of Long Island. The famed sailing reaches of Long Island Sound are only eleven miles away.\n
53-19 30-ton

The surroundings are not hard to take. Five ranges from inner to outer space

Manhattan College, New York University, Pratt Institute, Columbia University, State University at Stony Brook, Polytechnic Institute of Brooklyn, Hofstra University and Adelphi College are all within easy distance. The surrounding cities. Grumman, situated in Bethpage, L I. (30 miles from N.Y.C.), is in the cultural center of Long Island. The famed sailing reaches of Long Island Sound are only eleven miles away. The surroundings are not hard to take. Five ranges from inner to outer space.

To obtain Grumman literature and arrange an interview, contact your placement office.

THE WAR GAME

The War Game, a controversial documentary on the holocaust of atomic war, will be presented on Tuesday the 28th at 4:00, 5:30, 7:00 and 8:30 in the Pueblo Auditorium. Free admission.

The War Game, a controversial documentary on the holocaust of atomic war, will be presented on Tuesday the 28th at 4:00, 5:30, 7:00 and 8:30 in the Pueblo Auditorium. Free admission.

If an interview is not convenient at this time, send comprehensive resume to: Mr. Frank A. Hurley, Administrator of College Relations Engineering Department, Dept. GR-261.

The IAWS of the American Federation of Teachers, the United Auto Workers, and the United Steelworkers of America, have agreed to call a national strike next week. The United Auto Workers and the United Steelworkers of America, have agreed to call a national strike next week. They have scheduled a meeting with the government to discuss the possibility of a peaceful settlement. The United Auto Workers and the United Steelworkers of America, have agreed to call a national strike next week. They have scheduled a meeting with the government to discuss the possibility of a peaceful settlement. They have scheduled a meeting with the government to discuss the possibility of a peaceful settlement.

Here then is the opportunity for graduating engineers, AEs, CEs, EEs, MEs, IEs, Physics majors and Chemical Engineering majors to take their place in the continuum of technology that is Grumman. Grumman representatives will be

ON CAMPUS FEB. 27

To obtain Grumman literature and arrange an interview, contact your placement office.

An equal opportunity employer (M/F)

If an interview is not convenient at this time, send comprehensive resume to: Mr. Frank A. Hurley, Administrator of College Relations, Engineering Department, Dept. GR-261.
LECTURER TO OPEN IAWS CONVENTION

The kick-off speaker for the IAWS convention, to be held on the University of Maine campus during spring vacation, will be Dr. Laurine E. Fitzgerald. Dr. Fitzgerald is Assistant Dean of Students at Michigan State University. East Lansing, Michigan. At 8:30 P.M. Sunday, March 31, Dr. Fitzgerald will speak on "Today's Reality and Mask...The Coed Role." Her speech, concerning the general area of role formation in young women in late adolescent years, including the realm of values and morals, will kick off the week's discussions.

After the speech, the 200-300 delegates will break into smaller discussion groups, in which they will discuss the various aspects of Dr. Fitzgerald's topic. Since the convention theme is "Today's Masks...Tomorrow's Reality", the girls will be referring to Dr. Fitzgerald's speech throughout the entire week of the convention.

MARK WHITTAKER
Mark Whittaker is a member of Sigma Phi Epsilon fraternity and the executive board of the Senate. A junior from Bangor majoring in Political Science, Mark is president of the Eagles. A senior majoring in Elementary Education, Sue Ames is president of Alpha Phi sorority and is an active member of All Maine Women's Services. A Pershingette and member of Alpha Omicron Pi sorority, Lynda Bond of Augusta is a junior majoring in Art. A sophomore Sociology major, Jane Holmquist of Caribou is a member of Delta Delta Delta sorority.

BONNIE VEILLEX is president of the Eagles, is a member of the Sophomore Executive Board. An Elementary Education major, Bonnie is a member of Alpha Omicron Pi sorority.

Voting for the king and queen will be done Friday in the Lobby of the Memorial Union from 9 A.M. to 5 P.M.

Crowning of the King and Queen will be at 10:30 at the Schussboomer Ball by President Edwin Young.

Schussboomer royalty to be crowned at ball

Everything is set for another big Schussboomer weekend. The concert tickets have been sold; the king and queen finalist have been chosen, and the parties have been planned.

There was an early Tuesday morning sellout of The Association concert tickets with only a few remaining for the Louis Armstrong concert. Ball tickets have sold fast and it looks like there will be capacity attendance Friday night.

King finalists are Mike Carpenter, Skip Smaha, Don White and Mark Whittaker.

Queen finalists are Sue Ames, Lynda Bond, Jane Holmquist and Bonnie Veillex.

Mike Carpenter of Houlton is a junior majoring in Psychology. He is a member of Sigma Phi Epsilon fraternity.

A junior majoring in Business Administration, Skip Smaha of Orono is president of Alpha Omega fraternity.

A senior Skull and member of Delta Tau Delta fraternity, Don White, Auburn, is a senior majoring in Physical Education. Don is president of the M Club and was captain of the football team.

**University of Maine**

Graduating seniors

Majoring in:

Accounting
Architecture
Business Administration
Chemistry
Engineering
Liberal Arts
Medical Technology

are invited to meet with our representative on campus.

March 4

Contact your Placement Office for an appointment.
City of Detroit - Civil Service Commission
"Outstanding Young Men"
Maine grads honored

Two recent graduates of the University of Maine, Mark R. Shibles Jr., and Wendell P. Noble Jr., have been named to the 1968 edition of Outstanding Young Men of America, which lists outstanding young men between the ages of 21 and 35.

Shibles, formerly of Orono and now of Columbus, Ohio, was graduated from the University in 1969; Noble, an engineer with Sprague Electric Company in North Adams, Mass., is a member of the Class of 1961.

Now assistant director of the University Council for Educational Administration for the U.S., Shibles is a graduate of Orono High School, and earned his master's degree in education at the University where he was also awarded his Ph.D. in 1968. He formerly taught in schools in Gardiner, and Portland, Conn., and served two years in U.S. Army intelligence as a lieutenant.

While he was a student at the university, Shibles was a member of Phi Kappa Phi and Phi Beta Kappa, honorary scholastic societies; Senior Skulls; and Scab-ard Society. He is married to the former Elizabeth Devino, according to Dean W. Stanley Devino.

The college, established in 1965 to run the School of Business Administration and the Department of Economics and the smallest of the Orono campus' five colleges, will also continue expansion of its research and public service programs, Devino said. The search for qualified candidates for the new post has already begun, he said.

The new chair, which will be the Nicola M. Salgo professorship in the College of Business Administration, is the second in the college. Dr. Norris 0. Johnson was appointed to the Maine Bankers Association Professorship in Economics last fall.

Salgo is president of the New York investment banking firm, Nicolas Salgo & Company, Inc., and Watergate Improvements, Inc., a Washington, D.C., real estate company, as well as chairman of the board of Bangor Punta Corporation. In 1966 he was awarded the Washington Alumni Watch at commencement.

Stibles is the son of Dr. Mark R. Shibles, dean of the U.M. College of Education, and Mrs. Stibles, and is married to the former Elizabeth Colley of Farmington, Class of 1960.

Noble, who is a graduate of Berlin, Conn., high school, now lives in Bennington, Vt. After graduating from the U. of M. in 1961 he received his master's degree in physics at the University of New Hampshire and his Ph.D. at Pennsylvania State University in 1967. He is the son of Wendell P. Noble Jr., a U. of Maine graduate in 1928. He is married to the former Marie Louise Publisher of Plymouth, N. H., a graduate of the University of New Hampshire.

At Sprague Electric, where he has been since Dec. 1966, Noble is a member of the technical staff in the semiconductor physics department of the Research and Development Center.

A new named professorship in the College of Business Administration, established by a $100,000 gift to the University of Maine by Nicolas Salgo, chairman of the board of Bangor Punta Corporation, will enrich and upgrade both graduate and undergraduate programs in the college, according to Dean W. Stanley Devino.

The college, established in 1965 to run the School of Business Administration and the Department of Economics and the smallest of the Orono campus' five colleges, will also continue expansion of its research and public service programs, Devino said. The search for qualified candidates for the new post has already begun, he said.

The new chair, which will be the Nicola M. Salgo professorship in the College of Business Administration, is the second in the college. Dr. Norris 0. Johnson was appointed to the Maine Bankers Association Professorship in Economics last fall.

Salgo is president of the New York investment banking firm, Nicolas Salgo & Company, Inc., and Watergate Improvements, Inc., a Washington, D.C., real estate company, as well as chairman of the board of Bangor Punta Corporation. In 1966 he was awarded the Washington Alumni Watch at commencement.

Stibles is the son of Dr. Mark R. Shibles, dean of the U.M. College of Education, and Mrs. Stibles, and is married to the former Elizabeth Colley of Farmington, Class of 1960.

Noble, who is a graduate of Berlin, Conn., high school, now lives in Bennington, Vt. After graduating from the U. of M. in 1961 he received his master's degree in physics at the University of New Hampshire and his Ph.D. at Pennsylvania State University in 1967. He is the son of Wendell P. Noble Jr., a U. of Maine graduate in 1928. He is married to the former Marie Louise Publisher of Plymouth, N. H., a graduate of the University of New Hampshire.

At Sprague Electric, where he has been since Dec. 1966, Noble is a member of the technical staff in the semiconductor physics department of the Research and Development Center.

Business College gains professorship

Dr. Robert J. White

Brain transplants to be discussed by Dr. White

Dr. Robert J. White, Director of the Department of Neurosurgery and Director of the Brain Research Laboratories at Cleveland Metropolitan General Hospital, will discuss the "Moral Crisis in Medical Science" Monday, February 26 in the Main Lounge of the Union at 8:00 p.m. Dr. White is also Professor of Neurosurgery at Case Western Reserve University School of Medicine and a visiting at Universities Hospitals and the Crile Veterans Administration Hospital in Cleveland, Ohio.

Dr. White received his medical education at the Harvard University School of Medicine, where he was graduated with honors in 1953. He was also the recipient of a Ph.D. from the University of Minnesota in 1962. His postgraduate training was undertaken at the Peter Bent Brigham and Children's Hospitals in Boston, and the Mayo Clinic in Rochester, Minnesota.

Internationally known for his experimental work with the nervous system, Dr. White was the first person to succeed in transplanting the brain of an experimental animal, but for ethical reasons he would not try this on a human brain. Dr. White says that we could keep Einstein's brain alive today and make it function normally. But it is right to use a healthy human being to keep a brain alive? Will transplants be a general occurrence of tomorrow? This lecture is sponsored by the Student Religious Association in cooperation with the Citizenship of the Unitarian Universalist Association.

Wrestling for Winter Carnival

Boston State College will wrestle the University of Maine in the Schraubner athletic event on Monday, Feb. 26, at 3:00 p.m. The event will be held in the Memorial Gym.
Solders arrested at chapel for holding anti-war protest

FORT JACKSON, S.C. (IPS)—Soldiers who were barred from holding a peace vigil in one of the chapels at this large army training camp last Tuesday have said they will try to hold one this week instead.

A civilian acquaintance of some of the soldiers involved said "they intended this to be a continuing thing."

Between 20 and 30 of the soldiers gathered at Fort Jackson's chapel one Tuesday evening with the intention of spending an hour inside in meditation as a means of expressing their doubts about the war.

They were met at the chapel door by Martin Blumback, a 25-year-old Chicagoan who was one of the organizers of the vigil. Blumback told them that Fort authorities had withdrawn permission to hold the session for the session. The group had been given permission to hold the session by one of the Fort's chaplains the previous week.

Five of the soldiers who had come to attend the vigil were arrested by military police on the scene. Two of those arrested—Pvt. Steven Kline and Pfc. Robert Tatar—had knelt down in front of the chapel. They were arrested after they refused to obey a direct order to get up. According to an army spokesman, the cases of the five are now being investigated.

The withdrawal of permission to hold the vigil was apparently a result of the fact that some of the organizers of it handed out leaflets in nearby Columbia, S.C., inviting civilians to attend the chapel session.

According to a friend of some of the soldiers, the leaflets said, "We are soldiers who—like millions of other Americans—have doubts about the war in Vietnam. It's time we made those doubts known. "We'd like to invite those who share our concern to join us in chapel one at 7:30 p.m. Tuesday for an hour of meditation."

The incident was not the first time that peace activities have become an issue at Fort Jackson. Capt. Howard Levy was convicted last year for refusing to train para-medical troops who were being prepared for service in Vietnam, and is now serving a three-year sentence at Fort Leavenworth, Kansas. It is believed to be the first time a substantial number of soldiers have attempted to hold a public peace vigil on a military base, however.

Due to increased enrollments, the University of Maine hired more than one hundred new teaching faculty members last year. And more than one hundred others will be needed this year, to meet ever-increasing demands.

EOC. Og. Austin Peck, vice-president for academic affairs, said that the increases were necessary because student enrollments had increased by over one thousand since 1966.

Universities must engage in active recruiting to keep teaching staffs at adequate levels. Schools often send representatives to annual meetings of various professional societies.

For example, a school needing a political science instructor will send a representative to attend important political science conventions. Dr. Peck has commented, "The purpose of these meetings is to give people in the field a chance to get together."

Such meetings serve as recruitment centers, where prospective employers and employees have the opportunity to meet each other.

Dr. Peck said that such a professional convention may be the first contact between a school and a job candidate.

Schools collect information on all candidates, often relying on information supplied by leading graduate schools in the United States. Thus an institution is able to gather the credentials of any candidate.

Interested candidates selected by the school are invited to see the campus, the physical plant, and meet the personnel. According to Dr. Peck, "The visit gives a person the chance to see the people and the campus, and it gives the faculty a chance to see him."

The candidate is often interviewed by faculty from related areas, as well as members of his own discipline. For example, a person being interviewed for a math position may be interviewed by faculty from the engineering and physical sciences departments.

Dr. Peck said this procedure is used to insure that a new instructor will be compatible with instructors in related areas of study.

He noted that the procedure is more complicated than a brief summary would indicate, because "There aren't enough people to go around."

Some positions are relatively easy to fill, such as English, classics, and music, where most degree-holders will be going into teaching. However, graduates with advanced degrees in business and economics, or one of the sciences, receive many attractive offers from business and industry.

For example, Dr. Peck noted the University of Maine and other institutions are having difficulty finding competent personnel in the fields of business, economics, mathematics, and law.

He said that Maine does as well as other schools in recruiting, but that all institutions of higher learning have difficulty attracting people away from business or industry, where the incentives may be more attractive.

Dr. Peck commented that, "Faculty recruitment is one of the most important problems with which administration must deal."
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We'll be on campus February 23.
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To the Editor:

They are as follows:

The winner of this year's SuperCool award is the SDS, for their

As the Fall Semester of the academic year 1967-1968 has nowdrawn to a close, and as the Spring Semester has just begun ...

it to be the propertime for our first annual presenta-

They're settling down now. Soon, one could cross

Hooves clack and clatter. An ewe is down. Herram tugs her upright and they spurt ahead. Confusion...

soon the annual round-up. Time for the sheep to get clipped. There they are. Blowing smoke, balking, and lunging, and pawing, they queue up to get their wool whacked off.

No need for the dogs to herd them, they flock pell-mell. The dogs keep order. Posh them back. See their uniforms. See them glory.

Some have been waiting a long time. They've neg-

Their terrible bleating. How aesthetic! The Establishment knows. They can depend on it.

Third runner-up is another un-known genius—this time the misbe-

ing to break this habit much help

After trying desperately to stop

Robert A. Graves, M.D.

In the meanwhile, cheer up! That laugh in your old rusty mouth may be repaired, and that ancient "chow that laces your fingers at night" might be replaced, and, maybe... your old heater will be un-derlaged, and maybe... well, maybe it will be spring, soon.

"Student-rented apartments in Orono are fire-traps," said an off-campus dweller. Many of the apartments are heated by space heaters, which are dangerous. One student pointed out that the heating in his apartment would be illegal in Massachusetts.

First runner-up is the SDS, caught in several newspapers sitting on their duffs in East Annex. protesting aforesaid Dow Chemical and Handy Wrap.

And honorable mention goes to whoever played the Sewing Machine Man in Juno and the Paycock. On the other side of the coin, we have the Super Out-of-it awards for '67. as follows:

"The bathroom floor was rotting away and I never dared to sit on the toilet seat for fear of finding myself in the downstairs apartment in some rather... embarrassment.

Student-rented apartments in Orono are fire-traps, campus-dwellers.

Many of the apartments are heated by space heaters, which are dangerous. One student pointed out that the heating in his apartment would be illegal in Massachusetts.

Other apartments have trouble getting any heat at all. During one cold spell a student couldn't get his apartment above 50 degrees. In another apartment the water froze in a toilet bowl inside the house.

Many of the apartments also present a health hazard. Apartment dwellers have reported seeing silver fish, mold growing in closets, Some walls and ceilings are flaking off and rotting.

"The main problem," said another stu-
dent, "is that we have no recourse through our Student Council. I've had a broken window since the beginning of the school year and phoning plumbers for over a month and he has refused to do anything about them. He said if I didn't like it, I could move out."

in the face of a sick psychodile stock-light.

And honorable mention goes to whoever played the Sewing Machine Man in Juno and the Paycock.
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tion, for allowing itself to be pushed around by the SDS over the Dow
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Second runner-up is whatever un-

Memorable mention is a tie

The Establishment knows. They can depend on it. Next year they'll cry "Shussboomer", and again the

sheep will flock. Same barn, same facilities, same or-
ganization. BAH!
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Without the slightest attempt at consulting me, President Mike McNees rounded up his Executive Board and selected a new chairman before I even knew of my desire, thus making the humiliation even more intense. Fully realizing the consequences, I am formally resigning from all I.F.C. activities on the grounds that I was unjustly and unknowingly dismissed from the posts formally held.

Furthermore, facing the inevitable downfall of my social status, a highly sought-after position on this campus, I am officially denouncing the I.F.C. as a do-nothing agency of statenekers. This super-organization of fraternities, consisting of each house's most prominent leader, has held one meeting in the past four months, thus possibly establishing a modern university record. Most of the programs initially promised by President McNees have either disappeared or are still trying to get underway. As a losing coach would say, "This is a building year!"

The editorial in your issue of February 8th well deserves an acclamation. In choosing your subject you have shown remarkable insight by delving far deeper than the surface indications of a rather uncertain incident which might at first glance suggest. Though people would share your concern and could exercise your maturity of analysis, real progress might be made in solving some of the problems involved in the democratic process. Unfortunately, it is easy to forget that it is in fact a process and can never become a state of achieved perfection, but therein lies its vitality and hope of renewal.

Up to now, the work I've done for this year's Greek Week-end, which includes: a preliminary meeting of fraternity-sorority representatives, establishment of an informal schedule which entails many excellent new ideas contributed by these representatives, and no less than four meetings with Assistant Dean of Men Dave Rand in trying to procure an outstanding group for the Greek concert, has been completely overlooked. In fact, I was never even approached by McNees and his henchmen as to what progress had or had not been made concerning this event. This letter, however, will not be overlooked. I'm bitter and have more than sufficient reason to be. McNees's petty game of politics is of the lowest sort and cannot be overlooked.

Those who wish to criticize me are most welcome for I have nothing to lose now— I've finally shed the neurosis which has diseased this campus.

Keith C. Rowe

"fast buck"

You wisely decrie government bureaucracy (which is a kind of hardening of the arteries) and what you term your "traditionally erroneously foretold" American history which has been naive and unrealistic. I hope your generation has enough individual responsibility and common sense to change your ways. I, as well as many others, am convinced there are obvious rents in our social fabric like the growing power of organized crime, racism, the fouling of our physical environment, and the expedient compromises with integrity that result from regarding the pursuit of the "fast buck" as being the equivalent of the "pursuit of life, liberty and happiness." Richard S. Bradford
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The editorial in your issue of February 8th well deserves an acclamation. In choosing your subject you have shown remarkable insight by delving far deeper than the surface indications of a rather uncertain incident which might at first glance suggest. Though people would share your concern and could exercise your maturity of analysis, real progress might be made in solving some of the problems involved in the democratic process. Unfortunately, it is easy to forget that it is in fact a process and can never become a state of achieved perfection, but therein lies its vitality and hope of renewal.

Up to now, the work I've done for this year's Greek Week-end, which includes: a preliminary meeting of fraternity-sorority representatives, establishment of an informal schedule which entails many excellent new ideas contributed by these representatives, and no less than four meetings with Assistant Dean of Men Dave Rand in trying to procure an outstanding group for the Greek concert, has been completely overlooked. In fact, I was never even approached by McNees and his henchmen as to what progress had or had not been made concerning this event. This letter, however, will not be overlooked. I'm bitter and have more than sufficient reason to be. McNees's petty game of politics is of the lowest sort and cannot be overlooked.

Those who wish to criticize me are most welcome for I have nothing to lose now— I've finally shed the neurosis which has diseased this campus.

Keith C. Rowe
A listen-to-me arm thrown around a reluctant listener's shoulder. A take-nty-advice finger foisting an mutt el...

**Advisor**

"Advisor" smacks of sarcasm.

If you want to rock the boat, it's fine with us.

It could help us to keep moving ahead. We discovered that during our pioneering years in a dynamic, young industry, it still applies today. Imaginative, inspiring minds are providing the impetus for progress in our exciting world of advanced VTOL aircraft systems. Are you a factual innovator...impatient with status quo? Does fast-paced engineering challenge turn you on—rather than put solutions? Then Sikorsky Aircraft can be your environment—in which to explore, expand and enrich your capabilities. You'll enjoy the stimulus of seeing your ideas become three-dimensional in ultra-sophisticated airborne vehicles of tomorrow.

**Sikorsky Aircraft**

USA STRATFORD, CONNECTICUT

Aerospace Engineering—Rotorcraft—Helicopters—Aircraft

**The Maine Campus**

Orono, Maine, February 22, 1968

**WMEB to cover Winter Carnival**

With the beginning of Winter Carnival week-end only so many classes away, most students are questioning exactly what events will be in the Portland place and which activities they will watch or take part in.

For the second year our campus radio station, WMEB, will be covering all the events of Schussboomer week-end. Nothing will escape the coverage from Saturday morning's snow sculpture judging and athletic events to the exciting basketball games held Saturday evening. Everything won't be covered will be the two concerts Saturday and Sunday afternoons.

For those of you who want the inside story on what's happening during Schussboomer week-end, WMEB will be tuned to 91.9 on WMEB FM all weekend.

**Ubris is soliciting**

Ubris, the campus student literary magazine, has sold out completely after three days in the booth outside the Union. The editors are now requesting material for the spring issue. Creative people who work in almost any media are their targets. They have been confining their post to directly soliciting well-known artists and writers lurking mostly in the Den. Now, however, they are inviting anyone and everyone on our creative campus to submit drawings, poetry, photography, short stories and sketches of any form to the attention of Karen A. the editor. These will be on display in the Union Student Union for three weeks. If you have material you wish to submit, bring it in the Union Student Union.

The freshman in the bunch, Tim Griffin, of Milo, will team up with Mary Louise Ramsdell, a sophomore from Ellsworth, to present the affirmative side of this year's national topic. Both Mary Louise and Tim have had some high school debate experience, but this is their first tournament as a team.

The other half of the team consists of Richard James, a senior in arts and sciences, and Paul Despous from the college of business administration. Unlike Mary Louise and Tim, neither Dick nor Paul has had debate experience beyond speech here at the university.

Both teams will undergo a preliminary practice round, followed by five tournament rounds. The results are the interesting component of choosing the status of all four team members in experience and length of time working together. Their one advantage is that the teams will be coming against will have had more than two debates under their belts in order to be eligible for novice competition.

**George de Lyra art graces Hauck Auditorium**

The lobby of Hauck Auditorium hosts the first George de Lyra art exhibit to be held at the University of Maine. Creating dramatic contrast, large light, dark, large, light, dark, large, light, dark, large, light, dark, large, light, dark, large, light, dark, large, light, dark, large, light, dark, large, light, dark, large, light, dark, large, light, dark, large, light, dark, large, light, dark, large, light, dark, large, light, dark, large, light, dark, large, light, dark, large, light, dark, large, light, dark, large, light, dark, large, light, dark, large, light, dark, large, light, dark, large, light, dark, large, light, dark, large, light, dark, large, light, dark, large, light, dark, large, light, dark, large, light, dark, large, light, dark, large, light, dark, large, light, dark, large, light, dark.

Born in Brazil, de Lyra grew up in New York and Massachusetts. He attended Bowdoin College and Portland School of Fine and Applied Art. Upon graduation in 1956, he established residence on South Harpswell, Maine. In 1965, he was appointed to the Portland School of Fine and Applied Art, and presently produces outstanding paintings in oil, acrylic, and gouache.

"Advisor" smacks of sarcasm.

The editors are now requesting material for the spring issue. Creative people who work in almost any media are their targets. They have been confining their post to directly soliciting well-known artists and writers lurking mostly in the Den. Now, however, they are inviting anyone and everyone on our creative campus to submit drawings, poetry, photography, short stories and sketches of any form to the attention of Karen A. the editor. These will be on display in the Union Student Union for three weeks. If you have material you wish to submit, bring it in the Union Student Union.
everybody's doin' it ... 

by Tracy Bronson

Already well-known around campus for his music classes and work with the Women's Choir, Eugene Davis will present his first recital this Friday. His appearance is part of the Friday Evening Concert Series and will take place in the Lord Hall Recital Hall at 8 p.m.

Mr. Davis, originally from Virginia, received both his bachelor's and master's degrees from Indiana University. While at Indiana he performed in the opera theater there and worked in New England summer theaters. After college he appeared for two years in New York with the Richard Rogers Music Theater at Lincoln Center and Martin Green's Gilbert and Sullivan Company. Last year he served as resident baritone and assistant professor at Anhurn, Alabama. In his first year here, Mr. Davis is teaching voice and music literature and directing the Women's Choir.

Friday's program will open with Rachmaninoff's "A truly hilarious harvest-field!" which will be followed by four English love songs from the turn of the seventeenth century, they are Bartlett's "What thing is love?", Dowland's "Shall I see, shall I seek grace?", "Send me back my heart" by Lawes, and "What I speak" by Jones. Beethoven's song cycle "An die ferne Geliebte" (To the Distant Beloved), which is based on poems by Alois Jelinek, will be the last number before intermission.

Two settings from Fry's poem "The Boy With a Curr" with music by Mayer will lead off the second half of the recital. Three songs by Reem and American, employing the poetry of Hopkins, Hawthorne and Hillyer will be followed by Ravel's "Don Quichotte à Dulcinée" from the poem by Morand. Closing the program will be Copland's arrangements of three old American songs, "Long Time Ago," "Simple Gifts," and "Children's Nonsense Song."

Photocopy service

Due to increased demand for photocopy service on weekends, the photocopy office will be open from 10:00 to 4:00 p.m. on Saturdays for several weeks on a trial basis.

Tying one on

Prof. Claude Z. Westfall will give instructions on Flying at 7:00 o'clock on Tuesday evenings at the Memorial Union. Instructions will be given in tying a variety of flies. Everyone is welcome.

The very last thing.

Classic: Frank expected was someone running the stop sign.

Stop signs don't stop cars. Drivers stop cars. Make sure you do and make sure he has. There's very little satisfaction in being dead right when you're dead.

Wherever, whenever you drive... drive defensively. Watch out for the other guy. He may be the kind who'll stop at nothing.

Watch out for the Other Guy.
AWS looking for candidates

Next year is a vital one for the women students at Maine. Do you want to be involved—have your fingers in the governmental pie? Would you like to help shape the self-imposed curfew? If you have a little time and a lot of energy, the Associated Women Students need you. The offices in AWS are challenging, yet fun—they offer many interesting and rewarding experiences.

From Wednesday, February 28, until Tuesday, March 12, petitions will be available from 8:00 a.m. through 5:00 p.m. in the AWS office on the third floor of the Union. All candidates must have petitions. Those running for President, First Vice-president and a Chief Justice of Judicial Board must have one hundred signatures; all other candidates must have fifty signatures.

A girl has to pick up her own petition until she gets to campus in which case, she must send a written statement with the petition to the AWS office. She is entitled to conditions and reasons for running for that office.

A 2.0 is a necessary requirement that the candidate be able to fulfill.

On receiving a petition, the candidate will be given a reunion of the services of the office she is seeking and the requirements she must fulfill.

The campaigning period will be from Thursday, March 12, through Wednesday, March 18. Each candidate may have one poster in each dormitory dining area, and the Union. Those running for President, First Vice-president, and Chief Justice will speak in all the dormitories.

On March 20, there will be a Spring Assembly to introduce all the candidates. March 21 will be ELECTION DAY.

REMEMBER—our whole women's student government depends upon YOU! Many of the offices require little or no previous experience—an excellent office-training program is being set up. Don't let AWS lose its influential position on campus. The following girls plan to candid.

Class of 1969
Cunningham, Christine; Haines, Linda J.; Haines, Lynn Adra; Hinckley, Lucy M.; Jacks, Christine E.; Lucas, Roberta N.; McCann, Patricia A.; McKinney, Danielle L.; Mckinney, Elizabeth K. A.; Manganiello, Donna M.; Morin, Ann L.

Class of 1970
Barsky, Sharon A.; Carr, Beth A.; Atiene; Carwell, Careen A.; Dolan, Margaret M.; Franklin, France C.; Ganske, Katherine L.; Grant, Janice L.; Gregore, Cecile I.; Jackson, Linda S.; Kiah, Mary E.; Lyons, Priscilla A.; Mills, Constance E.; Plummer, Caroline; Prime, Suzel; Rivelli, Marsha L.; Southard, Nancy L.; Stevens, Paulia J.; Thibault, Coralee G.; Torrey, Sally A.; Weber, Terry L.

Class of 1971
Ahoit, Jennifer A.; Arnold, Eleanor L.; Carr, Kathryn E.; Chamberlain, Celeste H.; Conit, Janet E.; Cass, Virginia J.; Flick, Elizabeth A.; Gibbs, Cheryl A.; Hibatna, Lyn M.; Lawrence, Suzanne S.; McCar, Margaret; MacDonald, Sharlot E.; Macke, Myrtis; Connolly, Gerald J.; Currie, Margaret J.; Pascale, Judith C.; Parker, Ann Marie; Patterson, Beth A.; Robinson, Karen; Roy, Shulie; Sinclair, Elaine M.; Strang, Jonie L.

Sigma Kappa
Class of 1968
Ganske, Katherine L.; Grant, Janice L.; Reisinger, Asa J.; Schodberger, Asst. Professor Edward D.; York is a glowing example of a Sigma Kappa's representative visits. Check us out when our Spring Assembly to introduce all the candidates. March 21 will be ELECTION DAY.

Here and now look presented by Tussy

by Christine Reynolds

One of the recent events sponsored by the University Bookstore Friday, February 16, was a panel discussion on the topic of "Mara S." With Miss Irises Waters, a beauty consultant, and expert representing Tussy Real Girl cosmetics. Real Girl is a new concept in the beauty business this year and designed with the college woman in mind. Real Girl gives the "here and now" look for the girl who is where its happening. The large response at the bookstore was initiated by a fashion show Thursday, February 15, sponsored by Tussy with Miss Waters acting as commentator. The idea of a career woman sounds dramatic. Stylish and highly exciting to those young women whose features are rather ambiguous. However, to the woman who has pursued such a career it is a combination of hard work and fun.

Miss Waters advises girls interested in becoming career women are to go to New York City. New York City is a necessity for the ambitious career girl. It is where you find the central core of big business. But also New York sits the scene for fashion and cosmetics throughout the country.

She traveled as a cosmetic consultant for Dorothy Gray and presently is in charge of Real Girl. Her job takes her all over the country where she trains student representatives, salesmen, and helps bookstores with merchandising.

Miss Waters advises girls interested in becoming career women are to go to New York City. New York City is a necessity for the ambitious career girl. It is where you find the central core of big business. But also New York sits the scene for fashion and cosmetics throughout the country.

During AWS Women s Week, fashion conscious coeds flocked to see Miss Irises Waters, cosmetic consultant representing the Real Girl. She showed Real Girl's latest line of cosmetics as well as offering personal beauty questions.

AWS makes up

HAPPY ACRES
AMUSEMENT CENTER
Altion Maine
10 miles from University on Route 16
Featuring
Miniature golf, pool, bumper pool, table tennis, refreshments and plenty of free parking.

Hours
4:00 P.M. - 11:00 P.M. Weekdays
10:00 A.M. - 11:00 P.M. Saturdays and Sundays

Compilation of pledges
UM Greeks greet new sororities

Class of 1969
Holliday, Elizabeth B.; Langford, Eleanor L.; LeMay, Kathleen M.; Peters, Gail; Richardson, Diane; Waterman, Pamela K.

Class of 1970
Blackwell, Donna L.; Boyington, Margaret E.; Bradley, Linda J.; Brown, Susan J.; Burgoyne, Marie Jalene; Cote, Darlene T.; Hayes, Roberta M.; Johnson, Arne A.; Leblanche, Joelyn M.; Leighton, Kathleen; McCarthy, Janet L.; Shattuck, Beverly A.; Wilson, Gloria J.; Young, Octobah

Class of 1971
Bell, Nancy J.; Bergstrom, Carol A.; Carr, Vicki M.; Conner, Patricia J.; Conners, Pamela L.; Conners, Patricia; Deegan, Norma M.; Harwick, Nancy J.; Heintz, Joyce H.; Hills, Maureen L.; Hollett, Wendy L.; Katalas, Joan D.; Maxwell, Cynthia J.

The Coffee House

The Coffee House Friday evening, February 23rd, will restore the Time program with records by Sinatra. Expect to be transported back to the Open House the following Saturday evening. February 24th. This year, the Coffee House hopes to have cartoonist Vick Rantze from Bangor

Stick situation
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Orono, Maine, February 22, 1968

by D. A. S.

Currently season's recession basketball Redmen of Memorial and Ambrose have in their annual season book Christmas. The biggest of the new season is the hot to face some UM at 74.
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Bass Brown. It was in front but they have been them.
Maine squeezes past Wildcats

by D. A. Steward

Currently standing on a shaky season's record of 6 and 13, the basketball team will take on the Redmen of UMass Saturday in the Memorial Gym. The boys from Anheuser-Busch humiliated the Bears 97-79 in their initial conflict of the '67-'68 season back in the days before Christmas Vacation. Next Wednesday the hoopers are off to Water- ville to face Colby for the second time. UM won the first game 101-74.

On Tuesday the Thirteenth, the UMainers doused the University of New Hampshire five on their home court by a score of 97-90, but the Wildcats staged a comeback that almost won the game when the greater part of Maine's rebounding power faded out in the persons of Hugh Camp- bell, Russ Vickery, and Greg Burns. At the half-way mark, UM was in front by only four points, but they had put 15 points be- tween themselves and the opposition with a bit more than five minutes left.

Then the Bears began to shuffle the lineup, one of necessity, and the Wildcats began to close. Maine, however, held them back, with the help of Mike Kebbi, who came in from the sidelines to spark the depleted ranks. Jim Stephenson contributed 34 points to the effort, and Tom Farrell, in his most impressive appearance, added another 24.

Late Saturday the Rhody Rams came to Orono and sent Maine to the showers with another loss; this time by the score of 98.81, which is a considerable improvement over the previous meeting with URI: 103-68.1. Maine defenders managed to hold Rhode Island's Art Stephenson to only 12 points, but the 6'5" Ram still hauled down 23 rebounds. Jim Stephenson with 24, Tom Farrell with 16, and Greg Burns with 15 headed up the UM scoring. Rhody is the Yankee Conference leader at present with a record of 7-0.

Maine stands 2-7 in conference play. Overall, Rhode Island is 17-9.

Train for six months. And we'll give you about $2 million worth of assets to manage.

How's that sound for responsibility?

Here's the deal. You successfully complete Atlantic Richfield's Marketing Training Program—which takes from four to six months. Then, you'll be responsible for the success of about six Atlantic Richfield Service stations. Worth about $2 million.

You'll make them grow. Recruit dealers. Turn them into successful businessmen by guiding them in sales, financial and operational management.

And from this assignment, you can grow into line and staff management of sales, advertising, market research, sales promotion, real estate, training and employee relations.

From the word "go," it demands a take-charge kind of guy. Responsible. Persistent. Able to do it your way with only limited supervision.

If it's responsibility you want—ask your Placement Office to arrange an interview with the Atlantic Richfield Marketing representative.

He's due on your campus on March 13th.
The Maine Wrestling team traveled to Bowdoin College for the second match of the season. The Maine team showed tremendous improvement during this match. Maine lost the first series 18 to 13 which was undecided until the final match when Steve Woodson lost 2 to 0 to decide Horace Sessions. Maine came back to win two of three consolation matches by decisions to make the final score a tie at 21. University of Maine; 21. Bowdoin College.

Two freshmen did outstanding jobs for the University of Maine. Gerald Lamoure in the 167 pound class pinned his man in 1:59 in the third period. Dennis Plackett (M) did a fine job in his first year of wrestling making a fine appearance in the 160 pound class by winning an 8 to 2 decision over his opponent.

Summary: 160 pounds Greg Karakasian (B) decisioned Ray Brulotte 9-5. 152 pound Charles Dinsmore Ill decisioned Steve Banton 4-2. 145 pound Dan Placzek (M) tied Robert Mellors 1:59. Third period.
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